
 

HELLO SPORTSFANS! 

AHHH…SUMMERTIME IN HOUSTON….KIDS HOME FOR THE 4TH CONSECUTIVE MONTH, COOL 
EVENINGS, BASEBALL….uh…no. 

Good news is there are no mosquitoes, as it hasn’t rained in several months. 

Here are a few housekeeping items: 

-Please remember to pick up your dog poo.  As I write this, I’m watching a couple from down the street 
leaving their doo doo in the yard across the street….acting like they don’t see Labrador going #2….and 
it’s not on a leash….very rude. 

-Our leash law continues with so many people out and about.  We had an incident last week of an 
unleashed dog mauling another and the owner got bit also, so for the time being, please continue to 
keep your dog on a leash when walking. 

-With many runners/walkers out on our roads, remember please to use the sidewalks when 
available.  We have had several near misses with pedestrians and automobiles with runners out in the 
street.  Remember, automobile wins every time in that situation…..so stay out of the street! 

-We’re closely monitoring the water situation and if the drought continues, we may have to institute 
some water restrictions, more to come later on that. 

-Attached is the invitation for our 28th Annual Villages 4th of July Parade.   You will see this has been 
changed significantly from our usual shindig and with all the Corona rules in place will be much scaled 
down.   If you want to, come out and Celebrate our Nations Birthday and our Police and Fire Depts., if 
you don’t, then don’t.  (social distancing rules will be followed, so I don’t need any more lectures, 
thanks.) 

-LTC Classes resume in early July, stay tuned, another notice to follow as we’ve had many requests for 
more classes. 

-The New Hunters Creek Elementary School is progressing quite nicely and you can begin to see the 
skeleton of what’s to come.  Very nice. 



-Our lovely pavilion at City Hall is open and free to all for whatever you want.  Easy to social distance 
outside and we have swings and colored lights….. 

-Remember you are the eyes and ears of our community.  If you see something wrong or suspicious, call 
the Police.  No call is too small. 

-Lastly, if you ever doubt we live in the greatest community in the country, listen up:  during these 
unprecedented, insane times in which we live, when all we hear about on the news is bad news and how 
horrible the police are, with chaos all around us, I’ve received many many emails, texts, and calls from 
our wonderful residents of all races, all asking as to how or what they can do to show their support and 
appreciation for our Great Police and Fire Depts.  Food, gift cards, cookies, and all kinds of things are 
brought to the stations to show their appreciation for the Police and Fire’s effort in keeping us all safe 
and more importantly, keeping our area sane.  We remain very blessed. 

OK, that’s all for now.  Enjoy your summertime break.  Pray for America. Have some Ice Cream.  

Jim Pappas 

Mayor 

 


